This paper presents a framework for converting P4 programs to VHDL and then implementing them on Field-Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) platforms. In this framework, a match-action-based hardware architecture is introduced with clearly designed components, which correspond to the described functionalities in the P4 programs. A pre-built template library is used for the compilation that includes optimized VHDL templates corresponding to specific clearly designed components. From the output of a standard frontend P4 compiler, the proposed compiler extracts parameters and relationships within the functions being employed, maps them to corresponding templates by calling, configuring, optimizing and instantiating them, and finally generates the appropriate FPGA code. A pre-built evaluation library is also proposed that helps the compiler to optimize the implementation during the mapping phase. A prototype of this framework is also implemented and evaluated; in this process, it is found that the generated processors use few resources and have high throughput and low latency. Compared with a state-of-the-art solution, the packet processing time is halved. In addition, the generated processors are able to operate at a line rate of nearly 100 Gigabits per second for a basic layer-3 forwarding application.
I. INTRODUCTION
Network devices use various types of processors, including Central Processing Units (CPUs), Application-Specific Integrated Circuits (ASICs), and Network Processors (NPs), as the processing cores. The variety in the scope of the applications is not fully addressed by the inflexible ASIC designs, while high computation requirements and flexible demands make CPUs and NPs an inefficient alternative. These different types of processors are used in different application scenarios: for example, CPUs have the highest flexibility but lowest performance, and are usually used on software routers [1] , [2] , while ASICs have the highest performance but poor flexibility and are used in high-performance network devices [3] , [4] . Moreover, NPs [5] have limited programmability and average performance, and are used in devices that require some programmability and do not present a performance challenge. If they are to meet different user requirements, E-commerce The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Junaid Shuja . platforms, data centers and internet service providers (ISPs) require the ability to deploy flexible high-speed networks; this drives the need for flexible high-performance network processors.
Software Defined Networks (SDNs) [6] , [15] - [17] have been widely deployed in various networks. To support this kind of network, devices should be Protocol-Independent, quickly developed/ deployed, and highperformance. To meet these requirements, Reconfigurable Match Tables (RMTs) [7] and disaggregated Reconfigurable Match-action Tables (dRMTs) [8] have been proposed to reconfigure ASICs. These two hardware architectures are designed based on the ''match-action'' architecture, which implements a rigid sequence of match-then-actions. Each ''match-action'' is clearly defined with different memories and various logic operations, such as ''and'', ''or'', ''shifter'', ''arithmetic'', etc.
When combined with high-level Domain Specific Languages (DSLs) [11] , [12] and their corresponding compilers [13] , [14] , the use of ''match-action'' architecture can greatly reduce the design effort required. One such language is the P4 language [11] , which was proposed in 2014 by Nick Mckeown et al. in order to improve the programmability of the data plane. The P4 language is reconfigurable, protocol-independent, platform-independent, and easy to use. It means that the developers can customize new protocols or process existing protocols on demand; it is also independent of any specific hardware platform, allowing the P4 programs to be quickly ported among different platforms such as hardware switches, FPGAs, SmartNICs, and software switches after compiling by hardware-related back-end compilers, thereby improving development efficiency.
Advances have been witnessed in new processors [9] , [42] , which combine ''match-action'' architecture with the P4 language. Reference [9] is the fastest programmable network processor and can achieve a line-rate of 6.5 Tbit/s, which far exceeds that of traditional switches. However, there are three main disadvantages of these new programmable processors.
• Devices containing processors of this kind are expensive [9] for small-scale application scenarios that use only a few ports, but are required to be high-performance and reconfigurable. For example, co-processors running special customized protocols are deployed to specific network nodes in data center or E-commerce platforms.
• The capability to execute ''external'' functions (defined as being capable of performing additional operations on the packets apart from forwarding) is also important for router operations, such as packet inspection, decoding, encoding, etc.; however, such processors lack the ability to perform these functions with high performance due to the hardware architecture.
• Although these processors can be programmed, their table sizes, bus widths, and resource types cannot be changed, and new instructions cannot be added; in other words, new features and specific resource-intensive applications cannot be supported. Due to the ''match-action'' architecture which can be decomposed into various components of different functionalities, these components can be easily abstracted to templates. Due in part to the advantages provided by the ''match-action'' architecture and the P4 language, FPGAs provide a viable approach to addressing these problems. When combined with P4, this flexible hardware platform can greatly reduce the effort required to design a match-action-based processor. Accordingly, in this paper, we propose a framework to implement P4 programs on FPGAs: this framework includes a customizable hardware architecture based on ''matchaction'', as well as a compiler that converts P4 programs to VHDL. The main contributions of this paper are as follows:
• The design of a match-action-based hardware architecture for FPGAs, which can be assembled from many independent hardware components for different functionalities. These components are clearly defined, and their corresponding VHDL templates have been well-designed and thoroughly tested by FPGA experts in order to reduce the processing latency and resource usage.
• The design and implementation of a framework that converts P4 programs to VHDL in order to produce an FPGA-based network processor. A simple mapping algorithm is proposed that extracts parameters from P4 programs, then maps them to VHDL templates; moreover, a simple back-end compiler is used in our framework. In addition, judicious pipeline scheduling for the parser, deparser, and match-action tables are also proposed.
• The creation of an evaluation library, which includes resource usage and timings of each template with typical configurations, and is used in the compilation process to optimize the design and fast estimate the performance of the designs before synthesizing. Experiments were also carried out to evaluate the proposed framework. The results demonstrate that the experimental P4 programs are converted to VHDL efficiently, and the generated processors consume few resources and have low latencies. The processors can achieve a line rate of nearly 100 Gbps for a basic layer-3 forwarding application.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II reviews the researches on designing efficient network processor with reconfigurable ASICs and FPGAs. Section III presents the micro-architecture of the hardware for the FPGA platform. Section IV describes the working flow of the compiler, which converts the P4 programs to VHDL by mapping the functions in the P4 programs to corresponding components in the hardware architecture. In Section V, the proposed framework is evaluated in terms of resource usage, clock rate, throughput and latency, which are extracted from the generated processors or components. Finally, future work and conclusions are discussed in Sections VI and VII.
II. RELATED WORKS
Many researchers have studied the problem of how to rapidly design an efficient network processor. Approaches include the use of reconfigurable chips and FPGAs.
The use of ''softly'' defined networks was first proposed in 2014 [18] . This method aims to convert Px++ [39] language programs to a low-level Hardware Description Language (HDL), then synthesize and implement it to bitstreams [19] . A network development tool ''SDNet'' based on an FPGA platform was designed in [20] . Native support for the P4 language by SDNet allows for the conversion of P4 to verilog [21] . This tool has been continuously updated, and its license is made available to people who work in academic fields supported by the Xilinx University Program.
NetFPGA [22] - [24] provides an open low-cost reusable platform that allows network researchers to build Gbps-level high-performance network system models on hardware for next-generation networks. This platform supports modular design, and complex design can be executed through the combination of various modules. In addition, the existing development resources (such as peripheral modules, drivers, GUIs, etc.) can be shared with developers, thus reducing the need for repetitive development and simplifying the task of network research. At present, this platform is used for experimental courses in many universities to implement networks and routers. However, compared with the state-ofthe-art solutions, the performance of its generated network processors is insufficient.
P4FPGA [25] presents a solution in which P4 programs are first converted to Bluespec [40] programs. The Bluespec compiler is used to generate Verilog source code, which can be processed with standard EDA tools. In EMU [28] , the Kiwi compiler [14] is used to convert C# programs to Verilog. In [31] , moreover, a line-rate parser is used to convert P4 programs to a high-level language such as C++, which is followed by the use of a high-level synthesis (HLS) development tool kit.
The abovementioned methods mainly make use of the flexibility of high-level languages and existing compilers to reduce the development time required. This approach results in the performance of the generated circuits being dependent on third-party compilers, which are limited by the HLS technologies used for FPGAs; moreover, multi-step conversion results in greater performance losses. Furthermore, some intermediate results are opaque to users during the multi-step conversion process, making manual intervention difficult.
Benáček et al. present another solution, ''P4-TO-VHDL'' [26] , [27] . As laid out in the structure of its hardware architecture, the compiler reads the P4 programs and then generates synthesizable VHDL codes for blocks of the network processor to various FPGAs; these generated processor blocks are able to reach high speeds of around 100 Gbps. However, the development of this solution is still in progress, and it can currently only generate the blocks of the network processors' parser and deparser. In addition, this solution only supports P4 14 .
Compared with these state-of-art solutions, the advantages of our proposed framework are numerous. First, components are clearly defined in the hardware architecture, corresponding to the functionalities described in the P4 programs, and abstracted to templates with the help of FPGA experts. Implementations of this kinds can achieve high performance while using fewer resources. Second, a simple mapping method is introduced that implements conversion only once, so as to avoid any performance loss caused by a series of language conversions. Moreover, it also avoids designing complicated compilers; these compilers also help to decide the performance of the designs. Third, the evaluation library helps to optimize the design in the compilation process, thereby improving the design performance. In addition, the fast reporting helps programmers to estimate resource usage and clock frequency in advance and modify their programs accordingly, which saves synthesization time and improves the development efficiency.
III. FPGA HARDWARE ARCHITECTURE
The key advantages of designing an ASIC are that the resources and their locations can be arranged according to requirements, allowing resource and clock rate limitations to be avoided within the range allowed by the chip manufacturer. Compared to ASICs, FPGAs can also be customized, albeit with limitations. Firstly, programmable primitives of FPGA are pre-laid out in the chip; this fixed position may affect the wiring and clock rate. For example, due to the limited number of wires between adjacent blocks, blocks with farther distances will be involved in implementing some functions. This leads to an increase in wiring complexity and propagation delay, which reduces the clock rate. Secondly, limited resources are not always able to meet the requirements of various applications, since these applications may incur heavy resource costs in terms of Lookup Table ( LUT), block RAM, or other resources. Due to these inherent characteristics of FPGA, it is not appropriate to copy the ASIC architectures to FPGA directly, as this may lead to a lack of particular resources or other unacceptable performance. However, components in the architectures can be reorganized and optimized for FPGAs, enabling the full use of limited resources and the exploitation of parallelism.
A. MICRO-ARCHITECTURE
As shown in Fig.1 , this hardware architecture is primarily composed of a parser, match-action engine, deparser, packet buffer, merger and ''external'' functions; other memories and accessorial components, such as FIFOs, Muxes, etc., can be added if necessary. These function modules can be further decomposed into many components. For example, the matchaction engine is mainly composed of Content Addressable Memory (CAM), Random Access Memory (RAM), and various logic operations. By configuring the parameters of different components and then organizing them based on the designs, network processors with different functions and performance capabilities can be constructed.
Based on the hardware structure shown in Fig.1 , when a packet is taken into the processor, a header slice is split from the packet and then sent to the parser. Some fields of the header slice are extracted and loaded into the header vector, which stores these fields along with some accessorial values during the parsing process. Some fields in the header vector are used as a key to facilitate matching, while others are edited in the match-action engine. The deparser updates the header slice with the new field values in the header vector. Finally, the merger merges the new header slice with its corresponding packet to create a new packet and then send it to the output queues. ''External'' functions are scheduled such that their functions are executed in parallel with the forwarding components and their results are also kept in alignment with the data stream. In contrast with the match-action architecture of ASICs, this architecture can be customized based on the P4 program and there is no need to reserve circuits for unused functions.
B. IMPLEMENTING ''EXTERNAL'' FUNCTIONS
As defined in Section I, ''external'' functions perform additional operations on the packets. Implementing such ''external'' functions in network processors helps in easily offloading the upper-layer applications to the hardware, which improves the forwarding performance of the switches. Although these ''external'' functions can be implemented in the programmable network processors (ASICs) on demand, they are executed through the execution of a large number of instructions by Arithmetic Logic Units (ALUs), a method consumes a large number of processing cycles. In addition, it is difficult to change their start execution times due to the fixed hardware structure; this may result in stalls if they are unable to generate results in time. However, FPGAs can be implemented with circuits that generate the results within far fewer cycles, and their start execution times can also be adjusted by scheduling the pipelines, thereby avoiding or reducing the stalls.
There is a simple example of implementing the ''external'' function. We assume that our switches need to certify the data for each incoming Secure Socket Layer (SSL) protocol packet using MD5 [43] . The function dictates that if the calculated hash code does not match that in the incoming packet, this packet should be abandoned. The SSL protocol is a kind of protocol that runs over the TCP/IP and allows the incoming packet to be forwarded even without MD5 certification. This certification function can be implemented on FPGAs via programming and generates the result in only a few cycles. This function begins to execute once the TCP header is parsed and is executed with other independent functions in parallel. The generated result can be used without any stalls occurring through arranging the pipeline, thereby improving the performance.
C. PARSER AND DEPARSER
In our proposed hardware architecture, the parser takes in packet headers and extracts specific fields to update the header vector. By contrast, the deparser accepts updated header vectors from the match-action engine and updates the original packet header. There are many parsers available for ASICs or FPGAs [29] - [32] . Some FPGA implementations can achieve very high performance but require very long pipeline stages or extensive resources. Moreover, they generally do not allow execution of the ''external'' functions while parsing the packet header, a feature that would work to improve parallelism and reduce processing latency. In addition, some non-pipelined parsers based on Finite State Machines (FSMs) begin to process the next packet only after parsing the previous one, which reduces the throughput.
We propose a pipelined parser that takes full advantage of the reconfigurable nature of FPGAs. This parser is designed and scheduled based on the supported network protocols, and each pipeline stage in the parser processes one protocol in each cycle. A previous version of this idea was presented in [33] ; we will briefly review it and add new material regarding the ''external'' function to the pipeline scheduling in this section.
1) PIPELINE SCHEDULING
A parse graph is established based on parse dependencies among the supported protocols. Fig.2 (a) presents an example of such a graph. In the parse graph, each node represents a pipeline stage to process a protocol header or execute an ''external'' function, while the arrows denote the parsing sequence. Each path (no ''external'' function) in the graph indicates a protocol transition within the packet header, and all these paths are parsed by the parser.
Due to the presence of interlock branches in the parse graph, it would be unwise to implement such a parser in FPGA, as this would result in low performance due to conflicts and halts. For example, suppose that three different packets are inputted sequentially to the parser; Table 1 lists the conflicts and halts during the parsing.
The parser accepts the first packet and processes ''Ethernet'' in the first cycle. It then processes ''VLAN'' and accepts the second packet in the second cycle. However, in the third cycle, two ''IPv4s'' need to be processed in the same pipeline stage; this conflict forces the second packet to halt, meaning that the third packet cannot be accepted due to the halting of the second packet.
The proposed pipeline scheduling approach solves this problem by implementing the following steps. For illustrative purposes, Fig.2 (a) is taken as an example to help demonstrate this method, while the remaining graphs in Fig.2 presents the pipeline scheduling process. The corresponding pipeline scheduling steps are laid out below.
1) Find one of the longest paths in the parse graph. There are several longest paths containing five nodes, such as ''Ethernet → VLAN → VLAN → IPv4 → TCP'' and ''Ethernet → VLAN → VLAN → IPv6 → UDP''; for illustration, we choose the first path and take it as a trunk; 2) Choose any one of the remaining non-trunk nodes and find all of its parents in the trunk. Then, reserve the dependency relationship with the last node in the trunk and delete all other dependencies. If ''IPv6'' is selected as an example, the reserved dependency should be that between ''IPv6'' and the second ''VLAN'' in the trunk (shown in Fig.2(b) ), while dependencies marked by dotted arrows will be deleted.
3) Merge this chosen node with its brother in the trunk
to form a new one and update the dependencies of its children (this process is outlined in Fig.2(c) ). 4) Go through the remaining non-trunk nodes one by one and add them to the trunk by repeating steps 2 and 3. The schedule is completed when all nodes are in the trunk; Fig.2(d) shows the result. Furthermore, in our example, we assume that there is an ''external'' function that depends on some fields of the ''IPv4'' header, and this ''external'' function can only start executing after the ''IPv4'' header has been parsed. This function can be treated as an independent protocol during the scheduling, and is scheduled to the same level as the ''TCP'' and ''UDP'' protocols. Since the parser has a fixed number of pipeline stages, and all packet headers go through these stages, the incoming packets are parsed within constant latency, which is decided by the pipeline stage number.
2) PIPELINE CONFIGURATION
After scheduling the pipeline, the parser can be configured and then instantiated, e.g. the width of the header slice and header vector, as well as the parameters for each pipeline stage. Fig.3 presents the hardware diagram of the illustrated case.
The width of the header slice is equal to the longest header supported by the processor, regardless of the length of the incoming packet, and the width of the header vector is decided by the number of extracted fields and the accessorial data. Each pipeline stage in the parser has the function of extracting fields, updating the header vector, and generating its next header type, etc. It works only the incoming header slice includes corresponding protocol header, otherwise, the header slice goes through without any processing.
3) PIPELINE CONFIGURATION FOR THE DEPARSER
The deparser has a similar pipeline architecture to the parser, but different functions. Firstly, the deparser pipeline is scheduled using the same method described in Section III-C1. Secondly, each pipeline stage has similar parameters to the pipeline stages in the parser. When the data are ready, the deparser takes in the header slice from the packet and the header vector, then edits the header slice by using the fields in the header vector (including adding / deleting / updating the field in the header slice). The new header slice will be sent out to the ''Merger'' in the hardware architecture, enabling the header slice in the packet to be replaced with this new one.
D. MATCH-ACTION ENGINE
Match-action engine is a control flow among a series of match-action tables. This flow decides how the incoming packets are forwarded, and decisions such as routing, dropping, calculating, statistics, etc. are made during this processing. When a header vector is inputted in, some fields of the vector are used for matching to find out their related information, for example, the destination IP addresses are always related to the output port, MAC address of the nexthop, etc., while some other fields are involved in the actions, they can be operands or to store processed results. Before describing our idea for this section, we first acknowledge the authors of [41] , who presented methods for mapping logical match-action engine to reconfigurable switches; their work has inspired our ideas for FPGAs. In this section, we borrow their example program, namely L2L3: this program describes a simple L2/L3 IPv4 switch and its match-action engine, consisting of seven tables. Tables in this example are shown in Fig.4 .
Firstly, the source MAC address and VLAN tag are matched in the tables ''MAC Learning'' and ''Routable''. The match result from ''Routable'' decides which table will be next in the data flow: ''Switching'', ''Unicast Routing'' or ''Multicast Routing''. Subsequently, the data flow will complete matching and action in the subsequent tables, such as table ''ACL'' and ''IGMP''.
1) SUB MATCH-ACTION MODULE DESIGN
Tables in the match-action engine consist of match tables, registers and action units, as shown in Fig.5 . Part of the fields in the header vector are used to do matching in the table, with some others used to be handled in action units or ''external'' functions. Match results from the match table and some fields from the header vector are operated by the action units. Finally, results from the action units and ''external'' functions are stored in the action vector and sent to its subsequent tables. The key components in each table are the match logic and action units. The match logic is illustrated in Fig.6 (a), while the action unit is shown in Fig.6 
Match logic comprises CAM and SRAM. CAM [34] - [36] is a kind of memory used in certain very-high-speed searching applications. It is used to compare an input key-value against a table of stored data and return the address of matching data. Since expensive CAM takes up a large number of LUTs or block RAMs in FPGAs, it is usually used to store values of match key type and output indexes in order to select big data stored in SRAM. One or more fields combined to form one key in the header vector can act as the match key for the CAM; the result from CAM selects the content in the SRAM, and this selected SRAM will be outputted to action units.
A set of logical operations in the action units edit the fields from SRAM, the header vector, and the action vector. The action vector stores the results of each action unit in all tables. ''External'' functions are executed in parallel with these operations. Taking the basic layer-3 forwarding as an example, the CAM stores the destination IP addresses while other forwarding information (e.g. output port, MAC address of the next hop, etc.) can be stored in SRAM. The action edits the TTL value and finally updates these forwarding data to the action vector.
2) DEPENDENCIES AMONG MATCH TABLES AND SIMPLIFICATION
There are four dependency types among tables in the match-action engine, as abstracted in [41] : ''Match dependency'', ''Action dependency'', ''Successor dependency'', and ''Reverse match dependency''. Based on the dependency types, we convert Fig.4 to a Table Dependency Graph (TDG), which is presented in Fig.7(a) .
In this figure, the matching result of the table ''Routable'' determines where the packet data goes next-to the table ''Unicast'', ''Multicast'', or ''Switching''-and the successor dependencies. The fields ''ethernet.sMac'' and ''vlan_tag.vlan'' are modified in the table ''Unicast'', and will be the matching key in the table ''Switching'' for the next step; this is match dependency. The table ''Multicast'' and the table ''IGMP'' update the field of ''std_meata.mcast_idx'' one after another, which constitutes an action dependency between them. Finally, the matching executions of the tables ''MAC Learning'' and ''Routable'' need to be completed before the action of the table ''Unicast''; accordingly, this constitutes a reverse match dependency between the former and the latter.
Aspects of pipeline layout, such as pipeline branch number, pipeline stage, and table order in the pipeline, can be decided based on these dependencies. For example, match dependency decides that the latter table begins to execute matching after the completion of its former table. By contrast, action dependency decides that the action of the former table and the match operation of the latter table can be executed in parallel. Obviously, there may be multiple dependencies between nodes; these dependencies can be confusing when laying out the tables in the match-action engine, where only the strictest dependencies decide the final layout. For example, if both ''Successor dependency'' and ''Match dependency'' exist between two tables, the ''Match dependency'' determines the layout of the table, while the ''Successor dependency'' can be ignored.
Due to the existence of multiple dependencies, we need to establish multiple data paths among different match tables based on the dependencies during the layout. However, this layout solution brings about stalls due to the arising of potential conflicts; this situation is the same as that in Table 1 . One typical solution used to avoid conflicts is to duplicate the match tables in order to establish all possible data paths. However, this solution incurs high resource-costs due to the fact that each match table takes up a lot of resources. For these reasons, both of them are unsuitable for the FPGAs. Instead, the multiple dependencies need to be simplified in order to enable a pipeline layout solution to be found; this solution will reduce the resource usage and process latency for the FPGAs. Thus, we simplify the TDG by going through all nodes in the TDG, and the method is as below:
• Precedence exists among these four dependencies, as follows: ''Match dependency'' > ''Action dependency'' > ''Successor dependency'' > ''Reverse match dependency'';
• If more than one dependency exists between two tables, reserve the highest-priority dependency;
• If a table has more than one predecessor, these predecessors can be constructed into a dependency chain, so the highest priority dependency is reserved and the remaining dependencies are ignored. If there is no dependency between any of the two predecessors, reserve all its dependencies.
A simplified TDG is shown in Fig.7(b) . However, multiple dependencies may still exist in the graph, such as the table ''Unicast''. Two predecessors of this kind can be merged into one virtual table, and the dependencies between the virtual table and its successors are also updated. Thus, all tables have only one predecessor apart from the entry table; this result is shown in Fig.7(c) , which will be used for the pipeline schedule.
3) PIPELINE SCHEDULE FOR THE MATCH-ACTION ENGINE
Based on the dependencies, the pipeline structure with dependency tables (including the table order, pipeline branches, etc.) can be determined by simplifying the TDG. For example, in Fig.7(c) , the ''Successor dependency'' generates two branches for the pipeline, while the other dependencies decide the table order in the branches. Moreover, for the match-action engine pipeline schedule, the following works are included.
Reorganize Dependency Tables: As shown in Fig.8 , different dependency types decide how the multiple tables run in parallel. For example, if two tables exist in a match dependency, the table in stage 2 can only begin matching after completing the action of the table in stage 1. If the dependency between them is an action, the table in stage 2 starts the match after completing the match of the table in stage 1. For the successor dependency, reverse match dependency, and nodependency, tables in sequential stages can start running at the same time. Accordingly, tables in different stages can be reorganized based on their dependencies, matches, and the actions from different tables are run in parallel, which reduces the process latency in the match-action engine.
Add None-dependency Tables: In the match-action engine, no-dependency tables is the other aspect that needs to be planned out during the pipeline scheduling. All no-dependency tables can start executing at the same time, meaning that they can be arranged in one pipeline stage; however, it may cost extra resources to keep all fields aligned. We distribute these tables evenly over a pipeline branch, the stage number of which is equal to the minimum stage number in the existing pipeline branches.
Data Alignment: As tables can consist of match, action, or both, they process packet data with various latencies. In addition, different actions may take different numbers of cycles to complete. An extreme example is as follows: if we assume that our applications run at a clock rate of 500 MHz or higher, calculating √ x costs more cycles than x + 1. In addition, pipeline branches with different amounts of tables lead to further differences in latency. As a result, it is a challenge to keep all fields in one packet aligned to flow out of the match-action engine. To solve this data alignment problem, we need to first calculate the latencies for processing the fields in the tables, then insert pipeline stages to short pipeline branches in order to ensure that the results are outputted from associated pipeline branches at the same time.
For illustration, we assume that each table is one stage of the pipeline that costs a constant number of cycles. Fig.9 presents an example of scheduling the pipeline. In this diagram, there are three main pipeline branches: the first branch consists of table Xs, and the remaining branches are ''Routable (MAC), Unicast, Switching, ACL'' and ''Routable (MAC), Multicast, IGMP'', respectively. The first pipeline branch with tables X i handles the fields without dependencies, while the other two branches handle the fields with dependencies. By adding the ''EXT'' stage, the results from the first pipeline branch are kept aligned with the results from the second one; moreover, the results from table ''X3'' are kept aligned with the results of the third one.
IV. CONVERSION OF P4 TO VHDL
The use of a high-level language such as P4 to design a network processor obviates the need for network programmers to be familiar with the details of the hardware. We now propose a compiler that converts P4 programs to VHDL, then uses standard EDA tools to generate bitstreams for the FPGA targets. This process can be used to reduce the effort required for development.
A. COMPILING PROCESS
Several steps are needed to convert a P4 program to VHDL: namely, P4 program parsing, pipeline scheduling, mapping, VHDL code generation, and synthesis and implementation. Fig.10 presents the workflow.
1) P4 PROGRAM PARSING
The official P4 compiler [37] is used to parse the P4 program. This generates an intermediate file in the extensible markup language that can be easily parsed by various backend compilers to facilitate their solution, such as generating executable instructions, or generating other high-level languages. Our proposed compiler is this type of backend compiler. This compiler extracts different functions of the described network processor associated with their parameter values, but for reconfiguring the VHDL templates. 
2) PIPELINE SCHEDULING AND OPTIMIZATION
The parser pipeline stages of the processor are firstly scheduled for parsing the supported protocols without conflicts and halts, as described in Section III-C. Another function of this compiler is to schedule the pipeline in the match-action engine so as to reduce the processing latency, as described in Section III-D. To accomplish this, all related functions and their dependencies and latencies are firstly abstracted to form a Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG), which can be processed directly by the compiler.
In addition, the compiler needs to insert additional pipeline stages in order to keep all data aligned, as well as to ensure that the generated application can run at the specified frequency. As an example, consider a computation in the network processor: the processor calculates a result based on the formula of pkt.f 1 = pkt.f 2 + pkt.f 3 − pkt.f 4. 1 We can get a result in one cycle by implementing it with pure combinatorial logic; this implementation model is shown in Fig.11(a) . However, the clock rate of the model in Fig.11 (a) would be lower than the model with inserted registers (pipeline stage) shown in Fig.11(b) . This is because the former has a longer propagation delay, while the latter achieves a shorter propagation delay by inserting registers (pipeline stages) to break the long path. More details of the optimization strategy are presented in Section IV-C.
3) MAPPING AND GENERATING HDL CODE
Once the pipeline consisting of the various functionalities, match tables, logic operations, connections, etc. has been determined, the compiler can map them to their related VHDL templates that are stored in the template library. The compiler initializes the templates by configuring their parameters; for example, CAM is initialized with width, depth, resource type, memory type, etc. The compilation is terminated if no corresponding template is found and resumes when the required template is added. More template details are provided in Section IV-B. Finally, the compiler generates VHDL code with instantiated templates and their wrappers.
B. TEMPLATE LIBRARY FOR CONVERTING
The availability of a modular template library for all basic functions used in the P4 program is a precondition for subsequent compilation to continue. We built up a VHDL template library, the templates of which are managed by a configuration file based on the XML format. 1 Where pkt.fi refers to the i field of the packet
1) TEMPLATES CREATION
A VHDL template for each basic function in P4 programs is created by experts in FPGA design. These functions may include the operations in the parser that extract fields, update vectors, or rams that stores the forwarding information, and operations of add, subtract, etc. Each template includes parameter values that control the final implementation, including resource usage, pipeline stages, performance, etc. Once these templates are instantiated by the compiler, they become basic components of the hardware architecture that can be reorganized to construct a network processor for different protocols. For example, different clock rates and table sizes for CAMs can be designed by setting the depth, width, and pipeline stages. Table 2 presents a subset of our template library, which can be called and initialized by the compiler according to requirements. The templates in the first three categories are created based on the basic components of FPGA circuits, which enable the applications run on the FPGAs. The templates in the fourth category are created based on partial elements of our designed network processors, which themselves consist of basic components in the first three categories. Creating these element templates means that only a few parameters can be set, but complex functions can be achieved as a result; thus, the compiling process can be highly simplified.
2) ADD CUSTOMIZED COMPONENTS
Generally speaking, the existing templates in the library should be sufficient to enable the construction of a general network processor. However, customized functions or intellectual properties (IPs) should be used to support new features or improve performance. For illustration, we demonstrate how to add an ''adder'' template to the library. The XML text below describes the connection interface of this ''adder'', which includes function names from the P4 program and template names from the template library, as well as properties for hardware implementation. <Component> < !−−S i g n o r Name i n P4~l a n g u a g e−−> < FunctionName > + < / FunctionName > <TemplateName >Adder < / TemplateName > < D e f a u l t L a t e n c y >0< / D e f a u l t L a t e n c y > < G e n e r i c s > < F r o n t P i p e l i n e S t a g e s >0< / F r o n t P i p e l i n e S t a g e s > < A f t e r P i p e l i n e S t a g e s >0< / A f t e r P i p e l i n e S t a g e s > < / G e n e r i c s 
<Name> I n p u t 2 < / Name> <Type> s t d _ l o g i c _ v e c t o r < / Type> < G e n e r i c > I n p u t _ w i d t h < / G e n e r i c > < / I n P o r t > < O u t P o r t > <Name> O u t p u t < / Name> <Type> s t d _ l o g i c _ v e c t o r < / Type> < G e n e r i c > O u t p u t _ w i d t h < / G e n e r i c > < / O u t P o r t > < / P o r t s > < / Component>
There are five connection ports of this component, some of the type ''vector'' and some of the type ''bit''. Their properties, such as port width and registers (pipeline stages), can be changed by setting the related generics. By inserting the description into the configuration file, the compiler can find the template and initialize it using the values parsed from the P4 program. However, it is challenging for the compiler to connect its ports, as it is difficult to distinguish between ports of the same type. For example, if we initialize both of the two input ports to an 8-bit ''vector'' in the exponentiation template, the compiler does not know which port is the base and which is the exponent. Although the answer can sometimes be inferred through the name or the order of the ports in the description, sometimes human interaction is required.
C. BUILDING THE EVALUATION LIBRARY
Generally speaking, network programmers configure parameters based on need without considering hardware implementation issues. However, it may not be possible to implement some configurations in specific FPGAs in the desired way due to resource and/or timing limitations. Accordingly, this section presents an evaluation library to reduce such uncertainty and help the compiler to optimize the applications; the method adopted involves using the existing synthesized data of some configurations to estimate that of other configurations.
1) ESTIMATION MODEL AND SYNTHESIZED DATA
Network processors typically consist of many components of different functions, all of which are described by various HDLs. EDA tools compile the programs to circuits by using sequential primitives and combinatorial logics in the FPGAs. The circuit of each component can be abstracted, as shown in the middle frame in the below Fig.12 : the combinatorial logics execute the computation, while the sequential primitives (pipeline stages) store the medium results. Different components are connected to form the network processors, and each component in the processor can be abstracted to the model shown in Fig.12 .
Based on the pipeline configurations of this model, four types of timing may exist. The ''InToOut_Delay'' represents the delay of the longest path between the ''Before Stage'' and the ''After Stage'', when the component is pure combinatorial logic. When there is at least one inside stage in the component, the ''Before_Delay'' represents the delay of the longest path between the ''Before Stage'' and the first inside stage, while the ''After_Delay'' represents the delay of the longest path between the last inside stage and the ''After Stage''. Moreover, the ''Inside_Delay'' represents the delay of the longest path between any inside stages of the component, and only exists when there are at least two inside stages.
Due to the consistency of the EDA tools, the same VHDL code always generates similar circuits for each of the different conditions by the same EDA tool, which means that the circuits have similar resource usage and timings. There is an inherent assumption here: namely, for a specific component, the results it synthesizes for a certain configuration can be estimated using the real synthesized results of a similar configuration. By extending this, the synthesized results of a circuit consisting of different components can also be estimated. For example, consider that we have the real synthesized timings and resource usage of adders with 32-bit, 36-bit and 40-bit input port width, respectively. If there is also an adder of 33-bit input port width, we can thus calculate suitable values for its synthesized timings and resource usage based on the existing adder data. Furthermore, if we have exact or estimated data for all components of an application, the synthesized timings and resource usage of this application can also be estimated. By using this model, we can thus generate the timings and resource usage for each component of any configuration with an EDA tool.
2) LIBRARY ESTABLISHMENT
To establish the evaluation library, the templates are firstly initialized under various configurations, then synthesized and implemented by EDA tools with a specific FPGA target. Here, we are unable to generate the timings and resource usage for each component of all possible configurations, as this would result in a heavy workload and there is no need to enumerate all configurations. In practice, typical configurations are chosen for the estimation data generation, while other configurations can be estimated using the existing data. We record the generated data for each configuration in a database for reference, including the timings (the ''logic delay'' and ''propagation delay'' of each path delay are stored separately), resource usage (Flip Flop, block RAM, DSP, and LUTs), FPGA chips, and EDA tools.
The parameters of each component have different effects on resource usage and timings. Based on the influences they exert on the synthesized data, these parameters can be divided into three categories, as listed in Table 3 . These parameters can be any of a number of data types, such as ''string'', ''boolean'', ''integer (natural, positive, and specific range)'', along with some customized data types that have different value ranges. Different configurations are chosen in order to establish the library; carefully choosing these configurations can not only reduce the scale of the database, but also help to improve our algorithm's estimation accuracy. More details are presented in Section IV-C4.
A simple rule is used to define the configuration set: the parameters ''Functionality'' and ''Implementation'' in Table 3 should enumerate all their values, while the parameters of the ''Normal'' should use sample values. The value ranges for the parameters of each template are formatted in an XML file, as this file type can be easily parsed by the library generator. Semicolons and colons are used to define the value ranges in this file; semicolons separate multiple independent values, while the format ''a:b:c'' defines a serial value whose start value is ''a'', step is ''b'', and end value is ''c''. For illustration, we take ''Shifter'' as an example to describe such a configuration set. < P a r a m e t e r R a n g e > <Range name= " SignedX " > F a l s e < / Range> <Range name= " SignedN " > F a l s e ; T r u e < / Range> <Range name= " BitWidthX " >2 : 2 : 1 2 8 < / Range> <Range name= " BitWidthN " > 2 ; 4 ; 8 ; 1 6 < / Range> <Range name= " L a t e n c y " >1< / Range> <Range name= " R e g i s t e r M o d e " > b e f o r e ; a f t e r < / Range> < / P a r a m e t e r R a n g e > ''Shifter'' takes two inputs: one is the signal ''X'' to shift, and the other is the number of bits ''N'' to shift. ''SignedX'' and ''SignedN'' are both Boolean; the former distinguishes the shifts of ''Logical'' and ''Arithmetic'', while the latter indicates the shift direction. In addition, the parameter combination of ''Latency'' and ''RegisterMode'' decides the way in which the component pipeline is implemented. These parameters are of the types ''Functionality'' and ''Implementation'', and their values should be enumerated on demand. The bit widths of ''X'' and ''N'' are of the type ''Normal''; using the sample values is sufficient for the estimation. Based on the above settings, there will be 1024 configurations in the evaluation library (In practical terms, configurations in which ''BitWidthN'' is greater than ''BitWidthX'' are ignored).
So far, more than ten thousand configurations have been created for the ''Virtex-7'' series (one chip for one series; the chip of the smallest scale in the series is chosen to speed up the generation) with Vivado 2015.4.
3) THE APPLICATIONS OF ESTIMATION
Optimization: The compiler always tries its best to optimize the application in order to meet the users' requirements. The data in the evaluation library helps the compiler to do this. As an example, consider the function of the ''16-bit checksum'' with a 160-bit input width. By querying the library, the compiler discovers that the component can run at 210 MHz without any pipeline stage, but can run at 300 MHz if one pipeline stage is inserted. The compiler can then insert one register array and set the clock rate to a value between 210 MHz and 300 MHz. In our proposed solution, we choose the strategy of ''meet the minimum demands'' to select the configuration. Considering the example of checksum, if inserting one pipeline stage can meet the frequency requirement, we will not attempt to insert two pipeline stages. In addition, the compiler can automatically balance resource types: for example, memories can be implemented with LUTs or block RAMs in FPGA, and it implements some memories with LUTs once a few block RAMs are left.
Fast Reporting: Due to the inherent characteristics of FPGA, there may be situations in which the applications' resource usage exceeds the overall resources of the FPGA, or the clock rate is unable to meet design requirements. The users can only know the result after the programs are implemented, which is a time-consuming process. The evaluation library supports rapid reporting of the applications' resource usage and clock rates before implementation, thereby reducing the time costs. By querying the database, the compiler searches the estimation data for each component with the specified configuration during the compilation, and roughly calculates the resource usage and timings for reference. Accordingly, the users can decide their next step: changing the hardware target, optimizing the code, modifying the required clock rate, etc.
4) ESTIMATION
For each specific component, there are only partial configurations in the evaluation library; their synthesized data is then used to estimate configurations that are not in the library, a technique referred to as static estimation. Based on the relationship between the parameters and the synthesized data, an equation can be established for the configurations, shown as (1) .
Below are the steps of the static estimation: 1) Find the N ''closest'' configurations in the evaluation library for the pending configuration, where the ''closest'' of these is defined as the one in which all parameters of the first two types described in Table 3 have the same values, and the parameters of ''Normal'' have the smallest errors. Taking the library of ''Shifter'' described in Section IV-C2 as the example, the configurations of {false, false, 6, 4, 1, before} and {false, false, 8, 4, 1, before} are the closest to the configuration of {false, false, 7, 4, 1, before}. The number of closest configurations ''N'' is decided by the demands of the estimation method. Currently, it is necessary to meet the requirements of linear/ polynomial interpolation calculation; 2) For the selected N configurations, the lowest-priority parameter (for ''Normal'' type, it is always the port width) is selected to arrange these configurations in ascending order. Based on these data, an equation set (2) can be established using (1);
3) In this equation set, f p is the pending estimation configuration, while TR p 1 , TR p 2 , . . . TR p n are the pending synthesized results. To calculate the resource usage and timings of each pending configuration, the equations can be simplified based on the synthesized result and its related parameters of the ''Normal'' type. For illustration purposes, we choose to calculate TR p 1 ; the simplified equation set is shown as (3) .
. . . Subsequently, a linear/ polynomial (as well multivariate) interpolation algorithm is used to estimate the value of ''TR p 1 ''. The polynomial interpolation f (x) = a * x 2 + b * x + c (where x is the bus width) is used in our design, as it is able to achieve high estimation accuracy. Other pending data are also calculated using the same method.
Estimating the applications that consist of various basic components is another task of the compiler's estimation module, which is called dynamic estimation. Essentially, estimating an application is similar to estimating a component, but is also the combination of various components. Compared with the static estimation, our experiments show that the dynamic estimation is not only affected by configurations of the components, but are also related to many other factors, including their upstream and downstream components, the circuits' scales, FPGA series, constraints, etc. Many of these factors are tuned by studying a large number of real applications, including applications in network and other domain in order to explore the relationship among the component combination, circuits' scales, constraints, etc.
The qualitative analysis method is used in the exploration. The main operation involves maintaining all variables unchanged except for the tested variable. This enables us to find out how this variable affects the synthesized results when it is changed to different values. For example, if we maintain the component (combination) and the constraints unchanged, but change the circuits' scales, we can determine out how the synthesized results change as a result. Based on the method, the more examples are studied, the higher the estimation accuracy that can be achieved. So far, about 100 different applications have been used for the training; the chip occupation rate ranges from 1% to 40%. More applications should be involved in the future.
The compiler estimates the applications based on the following steps: 1) Decompose the application to known and unknown components; 2) Query the database for each known component of their configurations and get their timings and resource usage. For those configurations that are not in the database, component estimation will be executed to get their estimation data, while for those components not in the evaluation library, the lowest clock rate and the highest resource usage of the known component are assigned;
3) The sum of the resource usage is used to evaluate the circuits' scales. The constraints are calculated based on the lowest clock rate of the component in the design. These are references for tuning the resource usage and timings for each component or component combination. Subsequently, the resource usage and timings of the used components can be updated based on the relationship among the circuits' scales, constraints, and components' orders; 4) New values of the resource usage and timings used in the design are calculated based on the results from the previous steps, and will be outputted as the estimation report. This report can be used to automatically optimize the design when the estimation results can not meet expectations. For example, by adding pipeline stages for the components that have a high delay.
Steps 2 to 4 may need to be repeated many times until either the estimation results meet the requirements or we give up. For the customized templates and the third-party IPs, users can generate synthesized data based on the model described in Fig.12 and add this data to the database.
V. EVALUATION
We have carried out a number of experiments in order to evaluate the performance of our proposed framework. In Section V-A, some typical components of the processor are synthesized and implemented in different configurations to examine how the parameter values affect the performance. In Section V-B, the processing latency of the parser and match-action engine are evaluated. In Section V-D, the effectiveness of the proposed framework is evaluated using a set of P4 applications. In order to ensure a fair comparison with the results in [25] , we use the Xilinx XC7VX690T as the target FPGA and the Xilinx Vivado 2015.4 EDA tool to generate the FPGA bit-steam.
A. EFFECT OF PARAMETER VALUES
Many parameters can affect resource usage and timings, including the pipeline stage number, bus width and table depth. To meet our requirement of achieving the line rate of 100 Gbps by processing the smallest size packet (64 bytes), the clock rate should be about 195 MHz, while the clock constraints should be set to 5 ns. If the clock rate reaches 400 MHz, the constraints will be set to 2 ns in order to force the EDA tools to do more optimization.
1) PERFORMANCE WITH DIFFERENT PARAMETER VALUES
The goal of this experiment is to determine the relationship between configurations and their related performance, such as resource usage and clock rate. The implementation results of some typical components, along with their configurations, have been extracted from the evaluation library for illustrative purposes and are presented in Table 4 .
From Table 4 , different values of the parameters (such as ''width'', ''depth'' and ''pipeline stage number'') can be seen to have a positive or negative effect on performance. For example, compared with the instance without any pipeline stages, adding the extra pipeline stage in ''Checksum'' increases the clock rate from 212 MHz to 298 MHz while costing only an extra 87 (0.01%) LUTs and 39 (0.01%) FFs. However, for ''Add'', inserting four pipeline stages decreases the clock rate relative to inserting only two pipeline stages, and it also doubles the LUT cost.
Based on such estimation data, the compiler reports the performance before synthesis by the EDA tools and attempts to optimize the application. For illustration, let us consider ''Checksum'' as the example: if the user sets the required clock rate to be higher than 212 MHz, one pipeline stage should be inserted; otherwise, pure combinatorial logic implementation is chosen to reduce the resource usage.
2) CAM IN PARALLEL VS. CAM IN PIPELINE
TCAM with low depth can only run at clock rates lower than 200 MHz. In practical applications, however, the depth should be far higher than 128, which would result in a bottleneck in the process chain. This experiment tries to solve this problem.
A large-size CAM can be divided into many small sub-tables capable of running fast. These small tables can be combined by using one of two types of processes: searching the same key in parallel sub-tables or in cascaded ones. Table 5 presents the results.
The results show that searching a key in two parallel sub-tables costs more time than searching a key in only one sub-table; by contrast, there is no significant change in search time between two cascaded sub-tables. As a result, the cascaded strategy is chosen for the compiler to do the CAM optimization.
B. FUNCTION MODULES COMPARISON
This experiment evaluates the performance of generated parser and match-action engine of different pipeline stages by comparing the results of P4FPGA; the comparison data are those reported by [25] . The generated header slices are set to 1024 bits, while about 50% of the bits of each protocol are extracted and loaded into the header vector during the parsing. In our design, the match-action engine consists of CAM, RAM, and actions, and each of these elements consumes one cycle to process the incoming packets. In addition, we set the size of the CAMs to 48-bit width * 128 depth, the size of RAMs to 64-bit width * 128 depth, and the width of the header vector to 512 bits. The same as that in P4FPGA, the ''Latency'' metric is used to evaluate the performance of our proposed solution; Fig.13 and Fig.14 present the comparison results by using this metric.
As can be seen from Fig.13 , the proposed parser takes less than 40 ns to parse a header of 16 protocols, whereas P4FPGA takes about 450 ns. Moreover, Fig.14 shows that the match-action engine of 16 pipeline stages takes less than 300 ns to process a packet, while P4FPGA takes about 900 ns. As a result, it is evident that our proposed solution takes far less time to process the packets in the parser and match-action engine.
C. ESTIMATION METHOD EVALUATION
To evaluate the accuracy of the estimation methods, static estimation and dynamic estimation experiments are performed. We use the ''estimation error'' metric to evaluate the estimation methods, including estimating the resource usage and clock rate. This error is calculated by (4) when the estimation values and synthesized values are generated.
stimationValue − realValue realValue * 100% (4)
1) EVALUATION OF THE STATIC ESTIMATION
In this experiment, the components ''Adder'', ''Fifo'', ''Shifter'' and ''Parser Pipeline Stage'' are chosen for illustrative purposes; here, the ''Parser Pipeline Stage'' is a kind of combination of the other components and has complex functionality. In addition, 20 configurations that are not included in the evaluation library are chosen randomly for each component. The estimation data and synthesized data of these configurations are generated separately, based on our method and a related EDA tool, and their corresponding errors are calculated. We divide these errors into different levels and record the numbers of the errors at each of these levels separately. Table 6 presents the experimental results. In Table 6 , there are only two instances of ''Adder'' and ''Shifter'' that whose timing estimation errors are outside of the range of 0 to 15%, and their bus widths are both 2 bits. By investigating these instances, we can determine that the timings have a significant error when the bus width increases from 1 to 2, and that the result calculated by the fitting formula is unable to cover this difference. For the first three components, all resource estimation errors are under 5%. However, there are 12 instances in error level 2 and level 3 for the ''Parser Pipeline Stage'' component. By investigating these instances, we can determine that there are 10 instances with bus widths that are higher than 768 bits. From this result, we can conclude that the static estimation method achieves higher accuracy when estimating the resource usage than when estimating timings; moreover, it has higher accuracy when estimating simple circuits than when estimating complex circuits. In fact, we can obtain similar conclusions by applying our method to other components in the evaluation library. In general, the estimation accuracy meets our expectations.
2) EVALUATION OF THE DYNAMIC ESTIMATION
In this experiment, DAGs of the test applications are inputted into the estimation module. Their frequency and resource usage are then estimated based on the steps described in IV-C4. Based on the estimation report, the constraints for the applications are calculated by the estimated clock rate, which is used to synthesize its corresponding applications. We also divide these errors into different levels, albeit of different ranges. A total of 10 applications/ functions are chosen for evaluation, such as a ''parser'', ''deparser'', ''IPv4ToIPv6'', and so on. We also select three applications in the image processing domain, such as ''YCrCb to RGB'' and ''1-D/ 2-D Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT)'', as they consist of the same basic components and are not included in the evaluation library; for example, the components of ''float multiply''. The results are shown in Table 7 .
From the table, it can be seen that this module has high estimation accuracy for applications in the network domain, and only one resource estimation error exceeds our expectation of 15%. However, two timing estimation errors exceed 15%. For the additional three applications in the image processing domain, the estimation accuracy is not high, and all errors exceed our expectations. Through investigation, for the high error instances in the network domain, we determine that the error sources are from unknown component combinations, while the error sources in the image processing applications are from both unknown component combinations and components that are not in the evaluation library. In general, the method of estimating the applications of complex functions and high resource consumption should be improved; moreover, more real applications should be used to train our estimation model.
D. EXAMPLE APPLICATION COMPARISON
Three use cases [38] are chosen to implement their cores using the proposed framework, which include the parser, match-action engine, and deparser. The ''Basic'' application is a basic layer-3 forwarding application with two protocols in the packet header. Many key fields are extracted by the parser, and these fields decide how the processor will process the incoming packets: forwarding it to a specific destination, dropping the packets, or taking no action. The ''Mri'' application is a program for extending the layer-3 forwarding that allows users to track both the path and the length of queues that every packet travels through. Extra information, such as identification (ID) and queue lengths in the related queue, needs to be added to the output packet. The ''Calc'' application implements a typical state networking application that uses a custom protocol header to implement some basic operations with the input operands by the network processor, then returns the result to the sender.
1) RESOURCE USAGE
As shown in Table 8 , each of these three applications uses less than 1.5% of LUTs, 2.0% of flip flops, and 0.2% of block RAMs. This result indicates that there are a lot of resources in the FPGA that can be used to implement other functions in the processor, including more buffers to store intermediate results and fixed-function runtime for different boards, such as PCIe interface, MACs, and so on.
2) THROUGHPUT
These three applications run at a clock rate higher than 160 MHz. The throughput can be calculated by multiplying the clock rate by the input bus width, which shows the processing capability of the combination of the parser, the matchaction engine, and the deparser; the final throughputs are listed in the last column of Table 8 . Considering the smallest size packet limitation and the real network environment, the real throughput of ''Basic'' and ''Calc'' should be higher than 90.6 Gbps and 157.4 Gbps. In addition, the performance of our design is related to the packet rate: the larger the size of the packet, the higher the data rate that can be achieved. Moreover, the clock rate also shows that the packet rates achieved are close to 170 Mpps.
3) ESTIMATION
For these three application, we also use the ''estimation error'' metric to evaluate the estimation accuracy of the compiler during the converting process. The ''Estimation Error'' column presents the clock rate error and resource error, and both of them are less than 15%, which is in line with our expectations.
VI. FUTURE WORK
Based on the proposed framework, P4 programs are efficiently and rapidly converted to VHDL, then synthesized and implemented using standard EDA tools. Effectively decomposing the processor into small components and creating VHDL templates for these components are critical aspects of the compilation flow. Future work will include adding more templates for components not shown in Fig.1 , as well as upgrading the existing library templates to further reduce resource usage and increase the clock rate. In addition, programmable parsers and deparsers can be added to the library as alternatives.
Other future tasks include improving the accuracy of estimation for resource usage and timings, as well as applying the estimation model in a wide range of applications. In addition, optimization levels should be added to balance the frequency and resource usage.
Finally, the hardware architecture can be improved at both the system and micro-architecture levels. For example, a solution involving multi-chip architecture is currently being studied. By working with off-chip DRAMs and CAMs, FPGAs can use all of the available resources to improve the logical processing units and avoid the limitations of RAMs and CAMs in FPGA. High-performance buses such as AXI, which greatly improve flexibility, can also be used in the architecture.
VII. CONCLUSION
We proposed a template-based framework, which converts P4 programs to VHDL and automatically implements them in FPGA, to generate a network processor based on a match-action architecture. To ensure that the generated processors use few resources while still providing high performance, the framework implements the following approaches:
• All components and their bus widths in the processors are generated on demand. Resources are therefore not wasted in the generation of extraneous circuits.
• A pre-built library of well-designed and thoroughly tested templates corresponding to functions in the P4 programs are used in the compilation.
• The optimization of the processors is based on managing the basic components that construct the processor. Process latency is reduced by increasing the parallelism of the components, while the clock rate is increased by adding pipeline stages based on the evaluation library. Even though conflicts may exist between reducing latency and increasing the clock rate, the compiler attempts to find a good trade-off.
The framework rapidly converts P4 programs to VHDL which greatly reduces the effort required to design the network processor for an FPGA platform. Our experiments demonstrate that the generated processor uses FPGA resources efficiently and can achieve a line rate of nearly 100 Gbps for a basic layer-3 forwarding application.
